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ZENNER gas meters

ZENNER gas meters impress by the sound processing of high-quality ma-

terials combined with a large number of technical details. In the manufac-

turing process we purely use materials of the highest quality that meet the 

requirements for product lifetime, security and technical precision.

For example, our diaphragm gas meters are are made of high quality steel 

or aluminium. The seal plate is made of stainless steel and resistant to 

corrosion.

In addition we purely use tested component connections to guarantee that 

the meters are solid, safe and leakproof. All ZENNER diaphragm gas me-

ters meet the requirements of EN1359.

The corrosion resistance is ensured by the use of galvanized and powder 

coated sheet steel. In addition to the widely used residential diaphragm 

gas meters, customers can also find rotary gas meters (often named roots 

gas meters) for higher flow rates in our product range. These meters are 

mainly used in commercial and industrial settings.
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Diaphragm gas meters are gas meter to measure the volume flow by dis-

placement measurement. The measuring chambers of the gas meter are 

separated by synthetic diaphragms. The chambers are periodically filled 

and emptied. 

The movement of the diaphragms is transferred to the crankshaft via a 

gear. The crankshaft moves the valves, which control the gas flow. The 

rotations of the gear are transferred to the counter via a magnetic coupling.

Diaphragm gas meters

Wide measuring range 0,016 to 6 m³/h 

Error curve adjustment system

Detection valve

Protected measuring insert

Stainless steel seal ring

Error curve adjustment system

Digital amplification

Waterproof sealing (IP54)

Flexible battery cover
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Rotary gas meters

Rotary gas meters from ZENNER are volumetric gas meters, which ope-

rate on the principle of displacement. Two counter-rotating, intermeshing 

precise and specially shaped rotors form meshing in four measuring cham-

bers with a straight defined volume.

The rotation of the gearing is transmitted via a magnetic coupling to the 

counter for the conversion of the measured speed in the actual flowrate.

The volume of the medium flowing through the measuring chambers is 

proportional to the number of the rotations of the pistons. Rotary meters 

are especially characterized by high precision and optimum start-up beha-

viour.

As displacement meters the rotary gas meters are resistant against flow 

disturbances and therefore require no inlet- or outlet-distance. Rotary gas 

meters can be used in the high pressure area, so they are primarily used 

in commercial and industrial applications.
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Atmos® - diaphragm gas meter

Easy reading

Integrated system to adjust the error curve

Low starting flow of less than 3l/h

Temperature range: -25 °C to 55 °C

Operating pressure: 0,5 bar, security up to 0,75 bar

Long-term stability due to usage of high-quality diaphragms

Retrofittable with pulser (reed)

Volume of the measuring chamber: 1,2 l

Optional with backflow-preventer

Powder coated

Fireproof according to EN1359:1998/A1:2006

Two-pipe Diaphragm gas meter G1,6S | G2,5S | G4S

Solid build quality, high accuracy, safety and a series of advanced techni-

cal details make the Atmos® diaphragm gas meter a high-grade measu-

ring instrument. The Diaphragm gas meter is available in sizes G1,6 and 

also  G2,5 and G4. The meter is characterized by precise measurements, 

a constant measuring stability, a long life and high reliability. Thanks to 

the use of high-grade materials the diaphragm gas meter is resistant to 

corrosion.

The gas meter is suitable for use with various gas media. The integrated 

calibration system coordinates the movement of the valves in relation to 

the optimum gas flow. The excellent linearity of the error curve is guaran-

teed even at low flow rates. Due to the optimum sliding characteristics of 

the valves the Qmin value remains stable and the gas meter is resistant to 

contamination. The high measuring range enables precise metering for 

flow rates from 0.016 to 6 m³/ h.  The Atmos® diaphragm gas meter meets 

the requirements of the GB/T6968-2011 Class 1.5, EN1359:1998/A1:2006 

and OIML R137-1&2:2012 standards.

Performance characteristics

Sizes:

G1.6S : 0.016 m3/h to 2.5 m3/h

G2.5S : 0.025 m3/h to 4 m3/h

G4S : 0.04 m3/h to 6 m3/h

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Material:

Steel sheet

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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Type G1,6S G2,5S G4S
Nominal flow Qn m³/h 1,6 2,5 4
Maximum flow Qmax m³/h 2,5 4 6
Minimum flow Qmin m³/h 0,016 0,025 0,04
Maximum operating pressure bar 0,5 0,5 0,5
Error limit 0,1 Qmax ≤Q≤ Qmax

v

± 1,5%
± 3%

± 1,5%
± 3%

± 1,5%
± 3%

Total pressure loss Pa ≤ 160 ≤ 160 ≤ 160
Display field max. m³/h 999999.998 999999.998 999999.998
Display field min. m³/h 0,0002 0,0002 0,0002
Metrological class 1.5 1.5 1.5
Cyclic volume l 1,2 1,2 1,2
Weight kg 1,8 1,8 1,8

Technical data Diaphragm gas meter Atmos® G1,6S | G2,5S | G4S

AMR Technology Gas-detectors

A 90 ± 0,50               110 ± 0,50            130 ± 0,50
B M26 x 1.5 - 6g          M30 x 2 - 6g         G¾B         G1B G1¼B
C 226 218

Dimensions Diaphragm gas meter Atmos® G1,6S | G2,5S | G4S
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Atmos® IQ - diaphragm gas meter

Two-pipe IC-Card diaphragm gas meter IG1,6S | IG2,5S | IG4S

The gas meters of the IGS series are credit gas meters and use an enc-

rypted IC card as a data carrier. Our IGS system is optimally adapted to 

the needs of gas supply companies. Using the IC-card, informations such 

as gas flow, meter status or unusual operating conditions of the meter are 

read. This allows the operator to get relevant data from the customer wit-

hout on-site reading.

The gas meter is suitable for use with various gas media. The integrated 

calibration system coordinates the movement of the valves in relation to 

the optimum gas flow. The excellent linearity of the error curve is guaran-

teed even at low flow rates. Due to the optimum sliding characteristics of 

the valves the Qmin value remains stable and the gas meter is resistant to 

contamination. The Atmos® diaphragm gas meter meets the requirements 

of the GB/T6968-2011, EN1359:1998/A1:2006, OIML R137-1&2:2012  and 

CJ/T112-2008 (Integrated circuit card Diaphragm gas meter).

Easy reading

Credit functions

Integrated system to adjust the error curve

Low starting flow of less than 3l/h

Temperature range: -25 °C to 55 °C

Operating pressure: 0,5 bar, security up to 0,75 bar

Long-term stability due to usage of high-quality diaphragms

Volume of the measuring chamber: 1,2 l

Optional with backflow-preventer

Fireproof according to EN1359:1998/A1:2006

Alarm function in case of unusual operating conditions

Protection against manipulation

Performance characteristics
Sizes:

IG1.6S : 0.016 m3/h to 2.5 m3/h

IG2.5S : 0.025 m3/h to 4m3/h

IG4S : 0.04 m3/h to 6 m3/h

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Material:

Steel sheet

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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Type IG1,6S IG2,5S IG4S
Nominal flow Qn m³/h 1,6 2,5 4
Maximum flow Qmax m³/h 2,5 4 6
Minimum flow Qmin m³/h 0,016 0,025 0,04
Maximum operating pressure bar 0,5 0,5 0,5
Error limit 0,1 Qmax ≤Q≤ Qmax

Qmin ≤Q≤ 0,1Qmax

± 1%

± 3%

± 1%

± 3%

± 1%

± 3%
Total pressure loss Pa ≤ 250 ≤ 250 ≤ 250

Display field max. m³/h 999999.998 999999.998 999999.998
Display field min. m³/h 0,0002 0,0002 0,0002
Cyclic volume l 1,2 1,2 1,2
Working voltage DC4,5V/DC6V DC4,5V/DC6V DC4,5V/DC6V

Battery life months ≥12 ≥12 ≥12
Pulse value l/pulse 100 or 10 100 or 10 100 or 10
Quiescent current μA < 30 < 30 < 30
Maximum current mA < 300 < 300 < 300

Technical data IC-card Diaphragm gas meter Atmos® IQ IG1,6S | IG2,5S | IG4S

AMR Technology Gas-detectors

A 90 ± 0,50               110 ± 0,50            130 ± 0,50
B M26 x 1.5 - 6g          M30 x 2 - 6g         G¾B         G1B G1¼B
C 226 218

Dimensions Diaphragm gas meter Atmos® IQ IG1,6S | IG2,5S | IG4S

C

A
B
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Atmos® IQ - diaphragm gas meter

Two-pipe CPU-card diaphragm gas meter IG1.6S | IG2.5S | IG4S

The gas meter of the IGS series are credit gas meter and use an encrypted 

IC card as a data carrier. Our IGS system is optimally adapted to the needs 

of gas supply companies. Using the CPU-card, informations such as gas 

flow, meter status or unusual operating conditions of the meter are read. 

This allows the operator to get relevant data from the customer without 

on-site reading.

The gas meter is suitable for use with various gas media. The integrated 

calibration system coordinates the movement of the valves in relation to 

the optimum gas flow. The excellent linearity of the error curve is guaran-

teed even at low flow rates. Due to the optimum sliding characteristics of 

the valves the Qmin value remains stable and the gas meter is resistant to 

contamination. The Atmos® diaphragm gas meter meets the requirements 

of the GB/T6968-2011, EN1359:1998/A1:2006, OIML R137-1&2:2012  and 

CJ/T112-2008 (Integrated circuit card Diaphragm gas meter).

Performance characteristics

Easy reading

Credit functions by using a CPU-card

Integrated system to adjust the error curve

Low starting flow of less than 3l/h

Temperature range: -25 °C to 55 °C

Operating pressure: 0,5 bar, security up to 0,75 bar

Long-term stability due to usage of high-quality diaphragms

Volume of the measuring chamber: 1,2 l

Optional with backflow-preventer

Fireproof according to EN1359:1998/A1:2006

Alarm function in case of unusual operating conditions

Protection against manipulation

Sizes:

IG1.6S : 0.016 m3/h to 2.5 m3/h

IG2.5S : 0.025 m3/h to 4 m3h

IG4S : 0.04 m3/h to 6 m3/h

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Material:

Steel sheet

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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Type IG1,6S IG2,5S IG4S
Nominal flow Qn m³/h 1,6 2,5 4
Maximum flow Qmax m³/h 2,5 4 6
Minimum flow Qmin m³/h 0,016 0,025 0,04
Maximum operating pressure bar 0,5 0,5 0,5
Error limit 0,1 Qmax ≤Q≤ Qmax

Qmin ≤Q≤ 0,1Qmax

± 1%

± 3%

± 1%

± 3%

± 1%

± 3%
Total pressure loss Pa ≤ 250 ≤ 250 ≤ 250

Display field min. m³/h 999999.998 999999.998 999999.998
Display field max. m³/h 0,0002 0,0002 0,0002
Cyclic volume l 1,2 1,2 1,2
Working voltage DC4,5V/DC6V DC4,5V/DC6V DC4,5V/DC6V
Battery life months ≥12 ≥12 ≥12
Pulse value l/pulse 100 or 10 100 or 10 100 or 10
Quiescent current μA < 30 < 30 < 30
Maximum current mA < 300 < 300 < 300

Technical data CPU-card diaphragm gas meter Atmos® IG1,6S | IG2,5S | IG4S

AMR Technology Gas-detectors

A 90 ± 0,50               110 ± 0,50            130 ± 0,50
B M26 x 1.5 - 6g          M30 x 2 - 6g         G¾B         G1B G1¼B
C 226 218

Dimensions diaphragm gas meter Atmos® IG1,6S | IG2,5S | IG4S

C

A
B
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Atmos® Wide range gas meters

Two-pipe wide-range diaphragm gas meter WG2.5S

The meter is characterized by precise measurements, a constant measu-

ring stability, a long life and high reliability. Thanks to the use of high-grade 

materials the diaphragm gas meter is resistant to corrosion.

The gas meter is suitable for use with various gas media. The integrated 

calibration system coordinates the movement of the valves in relation to 

the optimum gas flow. The excellent linearity of the error curve is guaran-

teed even at low flow rates.

Due to the optimum sliding characteristics of the valves the Qmin value 

remains stable and the gas meter is resistant to contamination. The high 

measuring range enables precise metering results. The Atmos® diaphragm 

gas meter meets the requirements of the GB/T6968-2011, EN1359:1998/

A1:2006 and OIML R137-1&2:2012.

Performance characteristics

Easy reading

Wide mesuring range for flow rates of 0,016 to 6 m³/h

Small pressure loss < 160 Pa on a flow of 6 m³/h

Integrated system to adjust the error curve

Low starting flow of less than 3l/h

Temperature range: -25 °C to 55 °C

Operating pressure: 0,5 bar, security up to 0,75 bar

Long-term stability due to usage of high-quality diaphragms

Retrofittable with pulser (reed)

Volume of the measuring chamber: 1,2 l 

Optional with backflow-preventer

Fireproof according to EN1359:1998/A1:2006

Sizes:

WG2.5S

0,025 m3/h to 6 m3/h

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Material:

Steel sheet

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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Type WG2.5S

Nominal flow Qn m³/h 2,5
Maximum flow Qmax m³/h 6
Minimum flow Qmin m³/h 0,016
Maximum operating pressure bar 0,5
Errors 0,1 Qmax ≤Q≤ Qmax

Qmin ≤Q≤ 0,1Qmax

± 1%

± 3%
Total pressure loss Pa ≤ 200
Display field min. m³/h 999999.998
Display field max. m³/h 0,0002
Cyclic volume l 1,2
Weight kg 1,8

Technical data wide-range diaphragm gas meter Atmos® WG2.5S

AMR Technology Gas-detectors

A 90 ± 0,50               110 ± 0,50            130 ± 0,50
B M26 x 1.5 - 6g          M30 x 2 - 6g         G¾B         G1B G1¼B
C 226 218

Dimensions diaphragm gas meter Atmos® WG2.5S
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Atmos® IQ diaphragm gas meters

The ZENNER wireless wide-range diaphragm meter enables remote rea-

ding of gas meters by wireless communication. An innovative monitoring 

software can take advantage of many features for the gas utilities as remo-

te reading of meter data and customer data, the on-off of the gas meter, or 

credit features as the setting of the current gas prices.

The wide-range diaphragm gas meter is available in size WG2,5. The 

meter is characterized by precise measurements, a constant measuring 

stability, a long life and high reliability. Thanks to the use of high-grade 

materials the diaphragm gas meter is resistant to corrosion. The gas meter 

is suitable for use with various gas media.

The ZENNER diaphragm gas meter meets the requirements of the 

GB/T6968-2011, EN1359:1998/A1:2006 and OIML R137-1&2:2012.

Two-pipe diaphragm gas meter IWG2,5S-WI for wireless reading

Performance characteristics

Easy reading

Wide measuring range for flow rates of 0,016 to 6 m³/h

Integrated system to adjust the error curve

Low starting flow of less than 3l/h

Temperature range: -25 °C to 55 °C

Operating pressure: 0,5 bar, security up to 0,75 bar

Long-term stability due to usage of high-quality diaphragms

Volume of the measuring chamber: 1,2 l

Optional with backflow-preventer

Fireproof according to EN1359:1998/A1:2006

Alarm function in case of unusual operating conditions

Protection against manipulation

Sizes:

IWG2.5S-W : 

0,016 m3/h to 6 m3/h

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Material:

Steel sheet

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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IWG2,5S-W

Nominal flow Qn m³/h 2,5
Maximum flow Qmax m³/h 6
Minimum flow Qmin m³/h 0,016
Maximum operating pressure bar 0,5
Error Limit 0,1 Qmax ≤Q≤ Qmax

Qmin ≤Q≤ 0,1Qmax

± 1%

± 3%
Total pressure loss Pa ≤ 250
Display field max. m³/h 999999.998
Display field min. m³/h 0,0002
Cyclic volume l 1,2
Sample mode Double pulser or photo-

eletric direct reading
Working voltage DC 6V
Battery life months ≥18
Quiescent current μA < 30

Technical data wireless wide-range diaphragm gas meter Atmos® IQ IWG2,5S-

IWG2,5S-W

Carrier wave frequency MHz 433 Mhz/470 Mhz
Carrier power mW 10/ 50
Reception sensivity dBm 100
Receiving current mA 12
Emission current mA 30
Interval of data collection sec. 2
Ways of working half-duplex

Wireless parameters wide-range diaphragm gas meter Atmos® IQ IWG2,5S-W

IWG2,5S-W

Open territory meter > 200
Inside building meter 10 - 100

Distance of wireless communication wide-range diaphragm gas meter Atmos® IQ IWG2,5S-W

AMR Technology Gas-detectors
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Atmos® IQ-XL - diaphragm gas meters

Industrial diaphragm gas meters with IC-card or wireless trans-
mission

The industrial diaphragm meter with IC Card or wireless transmissi-

on is one of our best-selling products with credit function. Readout by  

IC- card or wireless transmission will be safe, exact and easy to use. The 

meter is extremely suitable for the conditions of hotels, restaurants, facto-

ries and other commercial settings. 

The industrial diaphragm gas meter can also achieve the function of pre-

paid gas controlling, preventing gas coemption, anti-magnet, overdraft, 

and alarm. It’s the best choice for the gas authority to solve the problem 

of payment and drop in reading then effect the administration according.

Sizes:

G6 : 0.06 m3/h to 10 m3/h

G10 : 0.1 m3/h to 16 m3/h

G16 : 0.16 m3/h to 25 m3/h

G25 : 0.25 m3/h to 40 m3/h

G40 : 0.4 m3/h to 65 m3/h

G65: 0.65 m3/h to 100 m3/h

G100: 1.00 m3/h to 160 m3/h

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Performance characteristics

Easy reading

Credit functions

Low power consumption: battery lifetime more than 1 year

External IC card to prevent currency

Encrypted data transmission

Easy to configure

Patented water-proof battery compartment

Compatible software for gas selling and IC-card control

Remote monitor for gas meter control - compatible with AMR-system

Material:

Aluminium

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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G6 G10 G16 G25 G40 G65 G100

Nominal flow Qn m³/h 6 10 16 25 40 65 100
Maximum flow Qmax m³/h 10 16 25 40 65 100 160
Minimum flow Qmin m³/h 0.06 0.1 0.16 0.25 0.4 0.65 1.00
Errors 0,1 Qmax ≤Q≤ Qmax

Qmin ≤Q≤ 0,1Qmax

± 1,5%

± 3%

Pressure loss Pa ≤ 250 ≤ 375 ≤ 500
Working voltage V DC 6V
Battery life months ≥12
Connectors thread or flange

Technical data industrial diaphragm gas meters Atmos® IQ-XL

AMR Technology Gas-detectors
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Rotary gas meters

Intelligent gas meters with IC-card or wireless transmission

The intelligent gas meter installs an additional IC card or wireless remote 

control on the basal gas meter to achieve the function of pre-payment 

charge and control. 

It has the advantage on high accuracy, wild measuring range, low pres-

sure loss, easy installation, antisepsis, safety and long working life. It is 

widely used for the measuring of various gas media and offers a perfect 

performance on the working conditions of factories, hotels, restaurants, 

hospitals, scientific research organizations and other applications. 

The IC card or wireless remote transmission supports the function of pre-

paid gas controlling, preventing gas coemption, anti-magnet, overdraft and 

alarm. On the basal meter a mechanical counter, a LCD or an intelligent 

calculator for reading can be installed. The intelligent calculator collects 

the information of flow, temperature and pressure and compensates the 

errors automatically to ensure the gas meter working smart.

Sizes:

DN 25 to DN 250

Gasmedia:

   Natural gas

   Town gas

   Biogas

   Liquid gas

   Methane gas

Performance characteristics

Patented valve closed within 2 seconds under high load conditions

Low pressure loss

Smart working pressure up to 0.8 MPa

Compatible with many meters and diameters from DN25 to DN250

Compatible software for gas selling and IC-card control

Remote monitor for gas meter control - compatible with AMR-system

Material:

Aluminum alloy

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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AMR Technology Gas-detectors

DN25 DN40 DN50 DN80 DN100 DN150 DN200

Working pressure Mpa ≤ 0,4
Working temperature °C -10 to 50
Admit humidity ≤ 93%
Display type LCD
Power supply 7.2V litium battery
Valve type External ball valve or pilot diaphragm valve
Admit meter type Rotameter, turbine meter, swirlmeter

Technical data industrial rotary gas meters
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AMR-system for gas meters

AMR-system for wired and wireless communications

The automated meter reading system is an optimal solution for all gas  

suppliers. It enables improved meter management and the implementation 

of a uniform pricing system. The AMR-system allows the gas supplier:

    Retrieval of customer data and analysis of consumption data

    Creating consumption statistics

    Remote control of gas valves

    Adaptation of the current gas prices and the available credit

    Upload of counter-operating situations to the central server

System Components

Software for administration 

and remote-control

Data collector

Router

PDA

Performance characteristics

Time and cost savings

Collection of consumption data in real time

Two methods for gas billing (gas or cash balance)

Several possibilities of data collection:

       Data collection with handheld / PDA

       Data collection via network

       Data collection by mobile data collectors

No counter exchange when moving from handheld to GPRS

Minimize losses caused by fluctuating gas prices

Remote adjustment of the gas price to the current market price

Multi-level data encryption

Professional, easy-to-use software for managing and viewing of custo-

mer and meter data and sales figuresTo use with:

Intelligent gas meters of the  

IGS-W - series 

Intelligent gas meters of the 

IGS-WI - series

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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AMR-system overview

District A

District B District C
Internet

Charging terminals 
of meter reading

Control Center

Charging terminals 
of meter reading

Building 1     Building 2        Building 3

Wireless Routers

AMR Technology Gas-detectors
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Gas-alarm

Gas alarm for toxic and combustible gases

The ZENNER gas-alarm is a high-quality, stand-alone gas sensor com-

bined with advanced electronics. It detects combustible and toxic gases 

such as natural gas and LPG, biogas and city gas, carbon monoxide, hyd-

rogen gas, and other gases.

If the gas concentration exceeds the critical point, the gas alarm sends 

visual and audible signals. Thus, appropriate countermeasures are taken 

immediately and fires, explosions or poisoning can be avoided.

Performance characteristics

High-performance planar sensors

Modular sensor for easy replacement, easy maintenance and calibration

Compatible with other types of sensors

Rapid detection

Minimum zero drift

High accuracy

Low power consumption

Microprocessor-based thin-film technology with a low error rate

Remote controlled alarm with visual and audible signals

Diaphragm gas meters Rotary Gas Meters
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